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1: Introduction
1.1

Appointment

1.1.1

Alison Farmer Associates was appointed by Burton and Dalby Neighbourhood Plan
Group to undertake a landscape appraisal of the Parish, in order to provide a robust
evidence base to support the development of policy within the emerging
Neighbourhood Plan.

1.2

Objectives

1.2.1

The key objective of this study is to provide a robust understanding of the character
and qualities of the Neighbourhood Plan Area in order to make sound judgements
as to the sensitivity and capacity of land within the plan area, and particularly
surrounding the main settlements of Burton Lazars, Great Dalby and Little Dalby, to
accommodate housing/employment development.
The evidence collected and
analysis given, may also be applicable to other types of development in future.

1.3

The Neighbourhood Plan

1.3.1

Under the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012, Melton Borough
granted Neighbourhood Plan Area for Burton and Dalby on 15 May 2016.

1.3.2

Burton and Dalby Neighbourhood Plan area lies to the south and east of Melton
Mowbray. The three settlements within the Parish are each distinct - Burton Lazars
is closest to Melton Mowbray and comprises a hilltop village on the A606; Great
Dalby is located to the southwest, set within a minor valley and is a Conservation
Area; while Little Dalby is a small estate hamlet associated with the Ernest Cook
Trust's estate and lies to the southeast.

1.3.3

The Neighbourhood Plan area covers the whole of the Parish of Burton and Dalby
and is illustrated below.

1.4

Background Studies

1.4.1

There are a number of assessments which form important background documents
to this study. They include the following:
 National Character Area Profile – High Leicestershire;
 Landscape Character and Historic Urban Character Assessment, ADAS
(2006);
 The Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland Historic Landscape
Characterisation Project (2010);
 Landscape Character Assessment Update (2010)
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 Melton and Rushcliffe Landscape Sensitivity Study: Wind Energy
Development, LUC (2014)
 Areas of Separation, Sensitivity and Local Green Space, Influence (2015-16)
 Green Infrastructure Strategy for Melton Borough, TEP (2011);
 Local Plan Map Great Dalby, Melton Borough Council, June 1999;
 Great Dalby Conservation Area Appraisal;
 Employment Land Study, PR Group (2015).
1.4.2

Where appropriate existing information has been utilised in this assessment and
supplemented with further more detailed study.

1.4.3

The draft local plan which has recently been through an Examination in Public
contains relevant policies in relation to landscape (EN1), settlement character
(EN6), local green spaces (EN5), areas of separation (EN4 and green infrastructure
(EN3) and these have been taken into account.

1.4.4

Local communities are encouraged to use the Areas of Separation, Settlement
Fringe and Local Green Space Study (listed above), in their preparation of
neighbourhood plans.

1.5

Methodology and Approach

1.5.1

This assessment has been carried out in accordance with Guidelines on Landscape
Character Assessment1 and current best practice examples. The approach has
included a client meeting and familiarisation site visit, desk study and further
detailed site assessment during December 2017 and January 2018.

1.5.2

The assessment firstly considers the landscape character of the Parish including an
understanding of the context and evolution of the present day landscape. It has
included a review of existing landscape studies and further character assessment
work to supplement existing, ensuring an understanding of how settlements sit
within the landscape, and to reflect the variations in character found within the
Parish.

1.5.3

The assessment then considers the three settlements adopting a capacity-led
approach which considers the settlements holistically. The appraisal reviews
existing documentary evidence on each settlement and its landscape and considers
the historic evolution, describes landscape setting, key views, gateways and
landmarks as well as valued characteristics and spaces. An understanding of local
landscape helps in understanding the relationship between built form and
landscape setting. Key views have drawn on information in existing studies
including the Great Dalby Conservation Area Appraisal and the Melton and
Rushcliffe Landscape Sensitivity Study: Wind Energy Development (2014) as well
as field assessment. In the case of Great Dalby the peripheral assessment has

1 Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland (2002) The Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural
Heritage and An Approach to Landscape Character Assessment (2014) Natural England.
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reviewed and supplemented work already prepared in the Areas of Separation,
Sensitivity and Local Green Space study (2015-16). For Burton Lazars and Little
Dalby a similar sensitivity assessment has been undertaken. Information is
provided on the sensitivities of different areas, highlighting areas of particular value
requiring conservation and enhancement, and capacity to accommodate
development. Opportunities for environmental initiatives which seek to enhance
local identity and settlement distinctiveness are highlighted.
1.5.4

On this basis the study draws together existing data and uses this to provide
evidence to identify potential development sites whilst articulating the special
qualities of the Parish and areas which have a particular value.

1.5.5

Where land has been assessed in terms of sensitivity and capacity it is from a
landscape perspective only and no consideration has been given to matters such as
access or land ownership. It is possible therefore that, land identified as having
some capacity to accommodate development without significant adverse landscape
effects, may subsequently be discounted for reasons other than landscape.

1.5.6

Analysis is used to provide robust evidence to support judgements on the sensitivity
of land and its capacity to accommodate housing/employment development from a
landscape/settlement perspective.

1.5.7

The following definitions of terms are used in this study:
Sensitivity is defined as the ability of the landscape to accommodate a particular
type of change (in this case housing development) without adverse effect and is
determined by consideration of local character and visual sensitivity.
Value is defined as the relative value that is attached to different landscape by
society. In this study value has been assessed in the context of Burton and Dalby
Parish and with reference to factors such as designations, conservation interest,
distinctive features, role and function (i.e. setting or gateway), condition and
intactness, and rarity.
Capacity of an area considers the extent and nature of development which may be
accommodated and is derived from an understanding of both landscape value and
sensitivity of a landscape to change.
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2: The Parish Landscape
2.1

Landscape Character

2.1.1 The Parish of Burton & Dalby lies within the High Leicestershire National Character
Area which is described as follows:
“This landscape of broad, rolling ridges and secluded valleys has a quiet, remote and
rural character with small villages and scattered farms. The predominantly rural
character of the area comprises undulating fields with a mix of pasture on the higher,
sloping land and arable farming on the lower, flatter land. Fields are divided by well
established hedgerows, with occasional mature hedgerow trees. A network of narrow
country lanes, tracks and footpaths connect across the landscape interspersed by
small thickets, copses and woodlands.
Views from the higher ground reveal a pattern of small attractive villages, hamlets
and farm buildings set within an agricultural landscape, with traditional churches
acting as distinctive features of the settlements. Panoramic views across open
countryside can be found from high land, particularly at Tilton on the Hill and from the
iron-age hill fort at Burrough Hill.
The historic character of this area is also very important, in particular its ancient
woodlands, deserted villages, veteran trees, historic parklands and areas of
archaeological interest, including numerous sites of remnant ridge and furrow and the
relatively complete large areas of Midland open field systems which are of national
significance. There is a strong historic and cultural connection to the keeping and
riding of horses and field sports. The long history of countryside management for
game has done much to preserve the character of the area.”
2.1.2

A landscape character assessment for the Melton Mowbray Borough was
undertaken in 2006 and updated in 20112. The 2006 ADAS Character Assessment
identified 4 landscape character areas within the Burton and Dalby Parish. These
character areas were amended and refined in the Melton and Rushcliffe Landscape
Sensitivity Study: Wind Farm Development (2014) to three character areas. The
relationship between these two assessments is set out in the table below:
ADAS Character
Assessment
Open Arable
High Leicestershire Hills
Village Pastures
Pastoral Farmland
Melton Fringes

2

LUC Sensitivity Study
The Leicestershire Wolds: Eye Valley
High Leicestershire Hills: Burrough Hills
High Leicestershire Hills: Great Dalby and Gaddesby
Pastoral Farmland
The Leicestershire Wolds: Melton Farmland Fringes

The 2006 ADAS Character Assessment
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2.1.3 The key characteristics and sensitivities highlighted in these assessments and
relevant to land within the Parish are summarised below. The character areas are
illustrated on drawing 1.
Open Arable
2.1.4 Key characteristics include:
 Low lying relatively flat, simple landscape forming broad floodplain to River
Eye
 Boulder clay overlies marlstone and limestone giving rise to fertile soils
 Area drained by tributaries to the River Eye and ditches with occasional
floodplain meadows
 Large scale open landscape of intensive arable cultivation
 Evidence of field enlargement resulting in large scale fields
 Hedgerows are well trimmed
 Remnants of earlier landscape patterns seen in historic routes, green lanes
and parish boundaries
 Tree cover/woodland limited to isolated blocks
 Views to surrounding higher land
 Medium scenic quality
High Leicestershire Hills
2.1.5 Key characteristics include:
 Rolling hills and pronounced escarpment at Burrough Hill rising to 210m AOD
 Strong estate character
 Areas of species rich unimproved grassland on steep slopes
 Landuse of mixed farmland including some parkland landscape
 Pattern of small woodlands (some ancient) and copses
 Narrow historic lanes and wide grass verges
 Sparse settlement - attractive stone villages often with estate cottages
 Quiet remote area
 Irregular fields defined by well managed often chamfered hedges
 Mixed land use of pasture and some arable
 Long distance views from elevated ridges
 High scenic quality due to combination of hills, valleys, woodland, parkland
and estate villages
Village Pastures
2.1.6 Key characteristics include:
 Distinctive traditional pastoral landscape
 Attractive, traditional nucleated villages
 Ironstone and limestone used in local vernacular
 Villages sit in distinctive historic pastoral landscape of small fields often with
ridge and furrow
 Ancient irregular hedgerow enclosures with hedgerow trees
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Drawing 1: Landscape Character Areas

Melton Mobray

Key
Parish Neighbourhood Plan Area
Melton Fringes
River Eye
Burton Lazars

Pastoral Farmland
Open Arable
High Leicestershire Hills
Village Pastures

Great Dalby
Note: These character areas are taken from the Melton
Borough Landscape Character Asessment Update 2011
Little Dalby
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Small spinneys scattered across area and associated with farmsteads
Church towers form distinctive landmark
Attractive rural landscape with pleasing patterns
High scenic quality

Pastoral Farmland
2.1.7 Key characteristics include:
 Broad scale, relatively elevated landscape with undeveloped skylines
 Gently rolling topography dissected by small streams
 Quintessential lowland English pastoral landscape
 Productive farmland which is well managed
 Scattered farmsteads
 Irregular shaped medium scale fields defined by thick stock-proof hedges
Occasional hedgerow trees and little woodland
 Former airfield and small scale employment use
 Attractive tranquil rural landscape with pleasing pattern of fields and
hedgerows
Melton Fringes
2.1.8 Key characteristics include:
 Rolling topography comprising ridge and valley and valley floor landscapes
 Mixed pasture and arable farmland
 Urban fringe influences including abrupt urban edges and urban fringe
landuses
 Some areas form the setting to historic features or are noted for their
archaeological potential
 Zone E on the eastern side of the town has an open character
 Zone F on the southern side of the town has varied landform with a higher
ridgeline towards the east
 Medium scenic quality

2.2

Settlement Fringe Sensitivity Assessment

2.2.1 An Areas of Separation, Settlement Fringe Sensitivity and Local Green Space Study
was undertaken in 2015 for Melton Mowbray and other key settlements in the
Borough including Great Dalby. Burton Lazars and Little Dalby were not included in
this assessment although Burton Lazars is referred to in relation to Melton Mowbray.
2.2.2 The purpose of this study was to:
 Review the Areas of Separation previously put forward as part of the Draft
Local Plan;
 Assess existing and proposed Protected Open Areas as candidates for Local
Green Spaces;
 Appraise the sensitivity of the settlement fringe and landscape setting of
principal settlements to development to inform consideration and conservation
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of settlement settings and landscape interface and to guide siting of
appropriately located new development in landscape and visual terms;
Develop options and recommendation for planning policy approaches for the
above three spatial planning outputs within the emerging Local Plan.

2.2.3 This work identified an Area of Separation between Melton Mowbray and Burton
Lazars. An extract of this work relevant to this study can be found in Appendix 1. In
terms of open space analysis for Great Dalby none of the spaces assessed were
considered to meet the criteria for designation as Local Green Space (para 4.153
page 171).

2.3

Areas of Particularly Attractive Countryside (APAC)

2.3.1 Much of the Parish was previously included within the local landscape designation of
Areas of Particularly Attractive Countryside (APAC).
This local landscape
designation was first defined in the Leicestershire Structure Plan in the 1990s and
defined in detail in the subsequent Melton Borough Local Plan. Land within the
designation was considered to have a higher scenic quality and be of landscape
value. Planning policy restricted development in these areas which would have an
adverse effect on the appearance and character of the landscape. Following the
ADAS landscape character assessment for the Borough (2006 and 2011 update) it
was noted in paragraph 3.4.2 that the identified character areas corresponded to the
APAC and that character area 17: Open Arable reflected the area of land which
remained outside of the designation. It was therefore recommended that the LCA
replace the APAC. As such the current emerging Local Plan no longer supports the
local landscape designation and relies solely on landscape character assessment.
2.3.2 The existing character assessment has been reviewed in the context of this study for
the preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan. This has highlighted that there are some
local variations in character within the Parish of Burton and Dalby which are not
clearly reflected in existing work. As a result local landscape types have been
defined to reflect these variations and are set out below. In addition the scenic
quality and value of the landscape has also been considered with regard to the
criteria which are now regularly used to make such judgements3.

2.4

Local Landscape Types

2.4.1 The landscape types are strongly influenced by topography and drainage and reflect
changes in geology/soils and subsequent historical evolution and landscape patterns.
The landscape types are illustrated on drawing 2. The classification helps to place
existing settlements within their landscape context including the southern fringes of
Melton Mowbray.
2.4.2 In simple terms the Parish can be divided into:
3

Guidance on Assessing Landscapes for Designation as National Park and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Natural
England, 2010 (Annex 1), and Guidelines on Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment , Landscape Institute and Institute
of Environmental Management and Assessment, 2013, page 84.
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Drawing 2: Landscape Character Types

Melton Mobray

Key
Parish Neighbourhood Plan Area
Lowland Arable Farmland
Scarp Slopes
Burton Lazars

Plateau Farmland
Rolling Disected Farmland
Valley Floor
Note: Boundaries between character types should
not be regarded as abrupt. In reality landscape is a
continuum and character changes gradually. The
boundary lines on this map should therefore be
considered indicative.

Great Dalby

Little Dalby
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plateau farmland;
scarp slopes;
lowland arable farmland;
rolling dissected farmland; and
valley floor.

Plateau Farmland

2.4.3 This landscape type comprises open elevated farmland between tributary valleys and
lower lying landscapes and forms the highest land in the Parish rising to 165m AOD.
There are few to no watercourses and the landscape has an open simplicity with long
distance panoramic views to adjoining character areas and wider skylines and ridges.
There is little woodland cover and hedgerows are well trimmed defining large
rectangular fields often reflecting relatively recent enclosure. The elevation of this
landscape type means it historically performed an important role in terms of defence
including the site of Burrough Iron Age Hillfort (a scheduled monument just beyond
the Parish boundary to the south) and Melton Second World War airfield which
became a Thor missile site during the Cold War in the early 1960's. Remnant
structures relating to the airfield are still evident in the landscape today and include
sections of runway and launch pads, blast walls and various buildings associated
with the missiles site. These structures are built of concrete and express their
functionality both in form and layout. They are noted in the Leicestershire, Leicester
and Rutland Historic Landscape Characterisation (2010) as being of medium/high
archaeological interest and have a rarity value.
2.4.4 Historically there has been an absence of settlement in this landscape with the
exception of the Burton Lazars Leper Hospital (a scheduled monument). More recent
development has included the settlement expansion of Melton Mowbray, Burton
Lazars and some employment use on the former airfield. Sandy Lane (an ancient
trackway) passes through this landscape between Melton Mowbray and Burrough
Hill. This landscape can feel open, exposed and isolated but along Sandy Lane and
in the vicinity of Burton Lazars can express a greater historic time depth. Several
sites of historic sand and gravel extraction exist. Overall this landscape has a
medium scenic quality and is sensitive to development which is visible over large
distances or intrudes into adjoining more intimate landscape, where development
may be seen on the skyline.
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Scarp Slopes

2.4.5 This landscape type comprises the steep slopes which define the lowland farmland in
the northeast of the Parish and also the steeper slopes which define the tight stream
valleys associated with Great and Little Dalby. The bedrock geology comprises
harder bands of limestone which give rise to the ridges and steeper slopes. The
enclosure pattern comprises thick hedgerows with hedgerow trees defining small
scale pasture fields. The lack of arable land use has preserved the former Medieval
landscape in the form of ridge and furrow earthworks. This is a settled landscape
comprising small villages with churches located on higher land and housing occurring
on the freely drained soils. Woodland cover is characteristic comprising small
spinneys and blocks of deciduous woodland and conifer plantation e.g. Rise Hill
Spinney and Landfield Spinney. Many of these woodlands are historic, reflecting
estate management practices, and contain notable displays of spring flowers. This
landscape also contains a dispersed pattern of farmsteads e.g. Moscow Farm,
Gartree Hill Farm and Home Farm, connected by narrow winding rural lanes and
tracks. This is an intimate and enclosed landscape which has a strong time depth
and is deeply rural. It has a high scenic quality derived from variations in topography,
vegetation and land use patterns with nature conservation and heritage interest.
Lowland Arable Farmland

2.4.6 This landscape type comprises the lowland arable farmland associated with the
tributaries of the River Eye to the north, including Burton Brook. The area is relatively
flat, sloping in a northerly direction, and ranging between the 100m and 80m AOD. It
is visually defined by the steep scarp slopes landscape type, its regular enclosure
pattern contrasting with the wooded scarp slopes which surround it. There are a
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number of woodland blocks and copses which punctuate the landscape e.g. Great
Close Plantation and Bunny's Spinney, however this landscape has a predominately
open character, dominated by arable farming on fertile boulder clay soils over
marlstone and limestone. Hedgerow enclosure s are often accompanied by drainage
ditches reflecting the lower lying character of the area. Settlement is limited to
isolated farmsteads and there are few lanes/roads and public rights of way resulting
in large parts of this landscape feeling relatively inaccessible. Close to Burton Lazars
this landscape accommodated the former Steeplechase racecourse while to the
further south is a scheduled moated grange known to have existed in the 12th
century. This landscape has a strong rural character which is tranquil and
undisturbed, it is however intensively farmed and managed, watercourse corridors
having been eroded through arable intensification. This landscape has a medium
scenic quality.
Rolling Dissected Farmland

2.4.7 This landscape type lies to the west of the Parish and extends over a much wider
area beyond the Parish boundary and has a quintessentially English lowland
character. It comprises open rolling farmland which is heavily dissected by streams
creating small valleys and variations in topography and enclosure. There are parts of
this landscape where there are open views across valleys to undeveloped skylines,
while elsewhere the landscape is smaller scale and intimate. Enclosure patterns are
medium scale and defined by hedgerows and hedgerow trees enclosing mixed
farming of arable and pasture. Settlement comprises dispersed farmsteads some of
which are of considerable size. The London and North Western Railway line passes
through this landscape and although now disused its route is still apparent in the
landscape as is the former station/station cottages to the southwest of Great Dalby
and Victorian railway bridges. This landscape has a medium to high scenic quality.
Valley Floor
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2.4.8 This landscape type comprises the narrow valley floor of the tributary valleys which
are enclosed by the scarp slopes. The valley floors comprise small scale pastures
defined by hedgerows and hedgerow trees, either side of the stream courses.
Stream side vegetation and Black Poplar near Little Dalby are of nature conservation
value, as are former parkland veteran trees. The historic sheep wash lies within the
valley to the east of Great Dalby and within the settlement itself the watercourse
forms a relatively straight course along the main street of Nether End. It is flanked by
steep grass banks and white railings with small bridge crossings enabling access to
individual properties on the valley sides. The valleys have an intimate and enclosed
character. This landscape has a high scenic quality.
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3:

Great Dalby

3.1

Historic Evolution

3.1.1 Great Dalby is a small rural village to the south of Melton Mowbray. Archaeological
finds in the vicinity of the village indicate activity in the area since the Iron Age which
is unsurprising considering the village lies approximately 2km from Burrough Iron Age
Hillfort.
3.1.2 The name Dalby was recorded in the Domesday Book as Dalbi Magna being a
compound of two Old Scandinavian words: dael meaning valley land and by meaning
farmstead settlement.
The underlying geology of the area ensured the early
settlement had access to an underground water source. Historic properties in the
village often have wells and the pump on the village green was served by one of the
many natural springs.
3.1.3 Documentary sources indicate that in the 1100's Great Dalby had a church and a
manor house. Although the site of the present church of St Swithun's, (which dates
to 1232), is likely to be on that of the early church, the manor house (thought to have
been located on high ground adjacent to the church), has since gone. Earth banks
are still evident in an area known as 'hall yards' close to the church. Collectively, the
area comprising the church, former site of the manor house and current village green,
are likely to be the oldest parts of the village, located on the upper slopes of a small
valley associated with Great Dalby brook. Over time a cluster of dwellings appeared
along the brook in the lower part of the valley. This arrangement was observed by
W.G. Hoskins who wrote in his publication titled Leicestershire: An Illustrated Essay
on the History of the Landscape, Hodder and Stoughton, 1957:
'Great Dalby....:apparently a formless village, but the maps suggests a simple street
village, near to which a Nether End grew up a some date so making a double village.'

Church Farm 1913

3.1.4 This arrangement is clearly evident today with landscape flowing through the village
between the dwellings on the upper slopes and those within Nether End. Over time
there has been some infill development but the form of the village has little altered
with properties remaining one plot deep and with small paddocks and enclosures at
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the rear. Buildings are a mixture of ages and styles but the linear form of the
settlement along the roads remains strong. Farmsteads on the outskirts reinforce the
rural and agricultural focus of the village.

Map extract from sale of land in 1921

3.1.5 During the Medieval period the settlement was surrounded by an open field system of
arable farming which is reflected in the present day pattern of ridge and furrow, while
along the stream and closest to properties were small scale pastures. Most fields
remained open and not defined by hedges until the Parliamentary enclosures act in
1753 when land was divided by hedges and laid to pasture. The current enclosure
pattern often overlays former ploughed fields with ridge and furrow markings
extending beneath hedgerows although in some rare case hedgerows respect the
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boundaries of the former strip fields. Post enclosure, a dispersed pattern of farms
would have existed beyond the village connected by small lanes.
3.1.6 Other features of historic interest in the vicinity of the village include the washdyke
which lies to the east on the Great Dalby brook and was used in the 19th century to
wash sheep before shearing. To the south west of the village lies the former London
and North Western Railway where a station existed between 1953 and 1875. The
line continued to carry freight for a period after the station was closed. Although the
station has now gone, and the line is disused, its linear course can be seen in the
landscape.
3.1.7 In the 20th century Great Dalby accommodated a few small scale housing
developments most notably at Burdetts Close, some courtyard developments on
former farmsteads and some infill housing. Other development has been limited to
existing property extensions or conversions such that the settlement has, in the main,
retained its historic character and form. Nevertheless, reference to the village
appraisal associated with the 1999 Adopted Local Plan shows a number of views
within the village as well as 'landscape windows' (i.e. views outwards towards the
surrounding landscape) which have subsequently been in-filled by development.
3.1.8 Great Dalby has been identified as a Rural Hub in the draft Melton Local Plan and
contains a primary school and pub. A cricket pitch is located on the outskirts of the
village near the junction of Top End and Station Road. There is one housing
allocation GREA1 which is located to the east of Main Street and north of Burdetts
Close. There is also a current planning application for 49 dwellings on the existing
Yew Tree Farm at Top End.

Present day village set within small valley

3.2

Landscape Setting

3.2.1 Great Dalby sits predominately within a valley context, as illustrated in the
photograph above, embraced and enclosed by three distinct hills namely Crown Hill,
First Hill and Woodgate Hill. As noted above the village has a linear layout, often
just one plot deep and comprises a number of discrete areas of development which
can broadly be defined as that on the upper slopes and that in the valley bottom
associated with Great Dalby brook. The rural vernacular properties along the roads
are associated with small scale enclosures used for paddocks and orchards with
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larger areas for open grazing. It is notable that the land between Nether End and
Burrough End, contains an unusually high concentration of footpaths and may
indicate that this land played a communal function in village life over many
generations.
3.2.2 The setting of the village is substantially affected by topography. To the north it
comprises the steep valley slopes above Nether End which rise to form Crown and
First Hills. To the south land continues to rise gently to Salter's Hill, while to the west
the land opens out across more undulating farmland. The narrow valley extends to
the east with land at First Hill and Woodgate Hill forming significant slopes visible
from within the village (refer to drawing 2).
3.2.3 Of particular note is the relative lack of visibility of the village from the surrounding
landscape. Development is set within the valley slopes and is rarely visible with two
exceptions. Firstly a few houses at Top End and the church are visible from the
southwest and secondly dwellings in Main Street are visible on the upper slopes
when approaching from Crown Hill. Furthermore the quality of the landscape setting
of the village is high, derived from the combination of varied topography, small scale
pastures, mature hedgerows and hedgerow trees, streamside pastures, ridge and
furrow and distinct groups of local vernacular buildings. These elements combine to
provide an attractive pastoral valley setting to the settlement and a range of views
and vistas which appeal to the senses. Historically all of the land surrounding the
village was designated an 'Area of Particularly Attractive Countryside'.

3.3

Conservation Area Appraisal

3.3.1 Great Dalby was designated a Conservation Area in 1981. The accompanying
Conservation Area appraisal described four areas of distinct character within the
village and these have been illustrated on drawing 3 and include:
 Burrough End;
 Main Street;
 Nether End;
 Top End.
3.3.2 The Conservation Area covers almost all of the village and significantly swathes of
open land between Burrough End and Nether End. There are nine listed buildings
within the village.
Burrough End
3.3.3 This is the highest part of the village reaching 122m AOD at the junction between
Melton Lane and Woodgate Hill. Views to the east from this point are memorable.
Buildings are often set back from the road with front gardens frequently defined by
hedgerows. Old cottages are interspersed with new houses giving rise to a mixture
of building styles and form. Roofscapes and chimneys are a strong visual feature
and there is a concentration of farm buildings. There are views to small scale
paddocks as well as narrow drives leading to outbuildings and farm buildings. Some
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are orientated gable end onto the main road and have a utilitarian character. On
arrival from the south, the buildings associated with Ivydene Farm are visually
significant reinforcing the rural context of the village. The relatively recent house and
close board fencing on the junction of the road is however an urbanising influence on
the gateway into the village when approaching along Woodgate Hill.
Main Street
3.3.4 This part of the village comprises the main triangular village green and linear
development along the main streets which radiate out from it. The village green sits
in a slight 'saddle' of land on the valley side such that the routes approaching it from
the east and west descend downhill to c. 112m AOD. To the north, the road
continues to drop down to the small stream at Nether End, the roofscape of dwellings
on this section of road follow the contours. Where the roads drop in elevation they
afford views to the wider landscape to the north and northwest towards Crown Hill
and First Hill which reinforce the position of Great Dalby nestled into the surrounding
hills. Mature trees form part of the streetscape and there are glimpsed views through
to St Swithun's Church which sits behind the properties on the main street. This part
of the village has some large scale dwellings sometimes 2 to 3 storeys in height.
Nether End
3.3.5 Nether End is located in the lowest part of the village along Great Dalby brook.
Dwellings are set back from the road with generous open frontages. The brook flows
in a relatively straight channel along one side of the street, crossing in a culvert half
way along, and is flanked with grass verges. Small bridges with railings cross the
watercourse to provide access to properties which line the road. Properties on the
north side of the road have a backcloth of well wooded land, whereas to the south
there are views between dwellings to rising small scale pastures which rise up the
valley slope and separate Nether End from Burrough End. This area includes the culde-sac development of Burdetts Close which is not characteristic of the village in
terms of layout and building form, having properties on the higher slopes sitting
above the main road.
Top End
3.3.6 This part of the village is located on rising land extending from the Main Street to c.
115m AOD at the school and then falling again to the junction with Kirby Road and
Station Road. The western half of this area has an outward aspect due to topography
and low hedgerows and few trees, with wide views across the undulating countryside.
Kirby Road runs along a gently declining ridge of land. In the western half of this
area there are a number of newer properties some of which do not relate well to
topography. As a result dwellings are seen against the skyline with no vegetation or
land backdrop when approaching from the southwest. Nevertheless there are
glimpses of the church between buildings when approach along Kirby Road. This
part of the village includes the village hall, the primary school (which comprises the
original Victorian building and a number of more recent extensions), and a notable
group of historic cottages at Pebble Yard which are orientated gable end on to the
village street.
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3.4

Local Character and Distinctive Qualities

3.4.1 The extent of the village Conservation Area, listed buildings, County Wildlife Sites as
well as gateways, key landmarks and views are illustrated on drawing number 4.
3.4.2 Based on the above analysis the following factors are considered to reflect the local
characteristics and distinctive qualities of the village of Great Dalby:















Settlement nestled into valley landscape and not highly visible from
surrounding areas;
Linear pattern of development along Lanes;
High quality landscape setting;
Discrete character areas reflecting the historic evolution of the village;
Small scale paddocks at rear of individual properties;
Varied local vernacular;
Loose arrangement of dwellings with frequent views between buildings to
immediate landscape beyond;
Open valley slopes and swathes of land between areas of development
containing significant ridge and furrow;
Clear association with stream valley and little visibility of settlement from the
wider landscape;
Church tower is a local landmark;
Varied arrangement of dwellings to road - front facing and gable end on;
Right angle bends in roads through village;
Dwellings nestle into landscape and respond to local topography;
Buildings are often set back from the road with front gardens frequently
defined by hedgerows.

3.4.3 These qualities are particularly sensitive to development which may increase visibility
from the wider landscape; adversely affect the settlement form or key views and
result in the loss of important open space.

3.5

Review of Settlement Fringe Assessment

3.5.1

Great Dalby is included in the Draft Melton Local Plan as a Rural Hub. It was
therefore included in the Settlement Fringe Landscape Sensitivity Analysis
undertaken by influence on behalf of Melton Borough Council in August 2016. .

3.5.2 The settlement was divided into four peripheral areas LCZ1 to LCZ4 as illustrated
below. It concluded that all peripheral zones of the village were medium to high
sensitivity with only the southern zone (LCZ3) being of medium sensitivity.
3.5.3 This Neighbourhood Plan Landscape Appraisal has reviewed the sensitivity
assessment and provided additional commentary on each zone, including further
detail on key sensitivities and the type of development specific areas may be able to
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accommodate. The results of this review and analysis are set out in the tables below.
The full assessment for Great Dalby is included in Appendix 2.

Map extract from Areas of Separation, Settlement Fringe Sensitivity and Local Green Space Study
Part 2, influence, August 2016

3.5.4 Peripheral Area of LCZ 1
LCZ 1
Sensitivity Judgement in
Settlement Fringe Sensitivity
Assessment

Recent Housing Applications
Additional Observations

Medium to High
Varied landscape pattern associated with the intimate
scale of the rising contours adjacent to the settlement
edge and partly intact enclosure pattern. There is
variation in this judgement between the large fields pattern
and more exposed landscape with expansive views to the
north and the more intricate pattern and small scale
landscape with enclosed views to the south.
The contours and vegetation to the south of the LCZ form
the setting to the settlement and the skyline is
undeveloped. The intricacy of landscape scale and
pattern adjacent to the settlement would be sensitive to
extensive development. The existing edge of the
settlement is generally not prominent.
4 dwellings to the rear of Glebe Farm - approved and built
This peripheral area relates to the northern fringes of
Nether End which is located along Great Dalby brook
within the valley bottom. Development has a strong linear
arrangement along the road with private drives at right
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angles providing access to farm outbuildings and in more
recent times small scale housing as at The Yews and
Glebe Farm. Both these latter developments are located
on the lower slopes, appearing to nestle within the valley,
and have not altered the pattern of small scale pastures
beyond. When viewed from the main street dwellings
have a treed backdrop.
Landscape at the junction between Woodgate Hill and
Dalby Road is visually sensitive and important in providing
a rural gateway to the village. Development which has
occurred further up the slopes i.e. above the 105m
contour is visually prominent from Little Dalby Road
and/or public rights of way to the south although
intervening vegetation helps to mitigate these effects.

3.5.5 This landscape is highly sensitive to change due to topography, historic settlement
pattern and small scale paddocks and orchards to the rear of properties which are
characteristic and of historic value, contributing to the character of the village and the
Conservation Area. This landscape is valued as a setting to Nether End reinforcing
its location along Great Dalby brook within the valley. This landscape therefore
performs a range of different functions which are highly valued in terms of local
identity and sense of place. Should small scale development come forward it should
be kept below the 105m contour, avoid loss of small scale pastures to the rear of
properties and views of this land from within other parts of the village, avoid alteration
to the gateway area into the village and should have a treed backdrop.
Consideration should be given to views from public rights of way to the south.
3.5.6 Peripheral Area LCZ 2
LCZ 2
Sensitivity Judgement in
Settlement Fringe Sensitivity
Assessment

Recent Housing Applications

Additional Observations

Medium to High due to the contained nature of the field
pattern and predominately well integrated settlement edge
within the tranquil, intimate landscape. It is recognised
that there are areas of higher sensitivity, particularly to the
east of the road by virtue of the more intact landscape
with evident ridge and furrow systems and the more
intricate valley landscape, where development would
impact on the integrity of such features.
5 dwellings to the rear of Brook Farm - refused
6 dwellings to the rear of The Old Vicarage - refused
Proposed housing allocation off Burdetts Close (GREA1)
1 dwelling at Prince House - refused
1 dwelling at Highfield House - refused
This peripheral area relates to the southern fringes of
Nether End and the northern fringes of Burrough End and
comprises north facing pasture fields between these two
parts of the village. The area has historically remained
open and in agricultural use. The landscape has a
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particular value in providing open space and access to
countryside - the high density of public rights of way
indicate the importance of this area to the community over
centuries. The area physically and perceptually
separates Nether End and Burrough End from each other
and reinforces their different locations within the
landscape. Views to the open pastures from Main Street
are characteristic, more so than for Burrough End, while
the field to the east, closest to Woodgate Hill, are
especially sensitive when viewed on the approach along
Dalby Road and where they make a significant
contribution to the rural gateway into the village.
Development which has occurred further up the slopes at
Nether End i.e. 105m AOD is visually prominent from the
main street. These more elevated properties can appear
imposing and tend not to have a treed backdrop,
appearing stark on the skyline, undermining the rural
character of the village. Ad hoc infill development along
the Main Street between the central core of the village and
Nether End has diminished the visual connection to this
area of landscape. Nevertheless there are still elevated
views from the centre of the village, over existing
properties as they tumble down the main street, to Crown
Hill and First Hill beyond. Development within LCZ 2 may
alter these views and undermine the current connection of
the village to its wider landscape setting.
In contrast the urban edge at Burrough End, where it
backs onto this area, is well treed, such that dwellings
along Burrough End are not readily visible in the
landscape. This is significant in that the village remains
largely concealed from view when approaching from the
north, even when there are elevated views across the
valley. Development at Burrough End is located between
the 125-120m contours. Development on the sloping land
immediately west of Woodgate Road would be visually
prominent and difficult to mitigate and would substantially
alter perceptions of the village and village form.
Vehicular access into this landscape is problematic as the
land sits above existing lanes. The main access route is
via Burdetts Close but this is in itself an uncharacteristic
urban extension and further development off this is likely
exacerbate perceptions of uncharacteristic built form and
layout. Cul de sac housing layouts would be particularly
detrimental.

3.5.7 This landscape is highly sensitive to change as a result of its rural pastoral character
and its role in providing a setting to the village and separation between Nether End
and Burrough End. Only the western fields and small pastures at the rear of
properties are included in the Conservation Area and it is not clear why a distinction
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was made between these fields and those further west which historically also form
part of the village, its form and position in the landscape. In addition the
Conservation Area does not follow any clearly defined feature on the ground but cuts
across field boundaries. The current field boundaries have remained unaltered for
centuries and there appears to be no logic to the current Conservation Area
boundary.
3.5.8 Any development in this area (including GREA1), even associated with landscape
mitigation, is likely to undermine the form of the village, the distinction between
different areas of development and historic association with valley side pastures. The
rising nature of the land above Main Street is likely to make access difficult as noted
above. The historic form of the village, the intactness of the wider pastures, and the
role of the area in providing a setting and bolstering local distinctiveness make it
important to retain.
3.5.9 The Local Green Space Assessment for Great Dalby identified the western fields as
requiring reinforcement while other fields in this Zone were either not considered or
were regarded as needing enhancement. None were put forward as Local Green
Spaces. Nevertheless land within LCZ 2 would appear to meet a number of the
criteria supporting Local Green Space designation as defined in the National
Planning Policy Framework paragraph 77. In particular this land:









Forms part of the public realm where social interactions takes place due to the
high concentration of public rights of way it contains;
Supports physical activity providing access to open countryside;
Enables movement through the area via public rights of way;
Is located in close proximity to the built settlement;
Contains valued habitats and networks including mature hedgerows,
hedgerow trees and semi improved grassland;
Provides an attractive setting to the village;
Reinforces the separate character of different parts of the village and is
influential on the character and vistas from Main Street;
Offers opportunities for the growing of local food .

3.5.10 On this basis this area has potential to be put forward as an area of Local Green
Space within the emerging Neighbourhood Plan.
3.5.11 Peripheral Area LCZ 3
LCZ 3
Sensitivity Judgement in
Settlement Fringe Sensitivity
Assessment

Recent Housing Applications

Medium
This is due to the medium landscape scale and relatively
simplicity of the landscape pattern, balanced against the
strong rural character and existing defensible settlement
edge.
1 dwelling at Dairy Farm - permitted
1 dwelling behind Gravel Farmhouse - permitted
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Additional Observations

This area relates to the landscape to the south east of the
village and comprises the highest land within the village
setting. Nevertheless the topography is relatively flat
ranging from 125-127m AOD close to the urban edge. As
with other parts of the village the rear of properties along
Burrough End back onto small scale pastures which are
well treed. The combination of this and relatively flat
topography means that the edge of the village is not visible
from the south - only the farm buildings at Dairy Farm are
visible on approaching the village along Melton Lane. Due
to topography, vegetation and existing farm buildings there
is some scope of development on the south side of the
village between the urban edge and Dairy Farm.
Development in this location could be mitigated and could
relate to Melton Lane and enhance the gateway into the
village from Woodgate Hill. Further back land development
may also have capacity to accommodate some
development between Melton Lane and Thorpe Sactchville
Road if associated with substantial mitigation planting to
ensure a soft and unobtrusive urban edge. Care will be
required not to adversely affect the setting of listed buildings
along Burrough End.

3.5.12 This landscape has a moderate to high sensitivity to change as it comprises small
scale pastures which historically relate to the pattern of dwellings along Burrough
End but is relatively flat in elevation and falls between Dairy Farm and the existing
urban edge and as such small scale development could be accommodated and
mitigated. Should small scale development come forward it should be kept close to
the urban edge and not extend into open countryside. Care should be taken to
ensure that any development is effectively mitigated so that it creates a soft urban
edge and does not increase the visibility of the settlement in views from the south.
Consideration should therefore be given to building heights and roof colours.
3.5.13 Peripheral Area LCZ 4
LCZ 4
Sensitivity Judgement in
Settlement Fringe Sensitivity
Assessment

Recent Housing Applications
Additional Observations

Medium to High
Due to the variation in landscape pattern from intact and
intimate enclosure associated with the historic edge to a
more open, but still intact enclosure pattern to the south and
west. The settlement edge is relatively well integrated by
the landform and is sensitive to expansion, particularly
south across the sloping landform.
Up to 49 dwellings at Yew Tree Farm - Current application
This peripheral area relates closely to Top End. Land rises
gradually within the village and drops slightly to the junction
with Station Road, offering elevated open views across the
wider landscape at the edge of the village. Land to the
west of Kirby Road slopes down towards Great Dalby
brook and includes the farm buildings associated with Yew
Tree Farm, with views to the edge of the former Melton
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airfield. To the east of Kirby Road the land is relatively
open and undulating, dipping and then rising to Station
Cottages. From here there are views to the southern edge
of the village although properties are set back just below
the skyline and are in some cases single storey. Although
visible, they are not prominent in views. Aerial photographs
show earthworks to the rear of existing properties
suggesting that the former small scale paddocks
associated with the urban edge extend beyond where they
exist today.
This area forms an important fringe to the village and helps
to maintain perceptions that the settlement is located within
a small valley landscape and is not highly visible from the
surrounding landscape. The junction between Kirkby Road
and Station Road forms the gateway to the village and is
currently relatively weakly defined comprising farm
buildings and a number of more recent properties. The
cricket pitch is located at this junction. Behind the existing
line of dwellings within the village are small scale pastures
some of which historically were orchards and are now used
for horses. From these areas there are glimpsed views
between dwellings to the church tower, which reinforce
sense of place.

3.5.14 This landscape is highly sensitive to change due to its visibility form the wider
landscape and role in providing a setting to historic properties and as a gateway into
the village. Nevertheless there is some capacity for development on the southern
side of the village in the longer term where it could be mitigated through strategic
planting on the higher land such that planting could contain views and provide a
degree of shelter and containment. However care is needed to avoid adverse effects
on the setting of listed buildings at Pebble Yard and to achieve access without loss of
character along the street. This landscape could only accommodate a small scale
back land development and building heights should be kept low.
3.5.15 There may also be some limited capacity for development in the area of Yew Tree
Farm but here sensitivity relates to the character and qualities of the valley of Great
Dalby brook and visibility from the wider landscape to the north. Care is needed to
ensure sufficient mitigation of any new development including careful consideration of
building heights, configuration of built form on the valley slopes and landscaping
within and around the scheme - simple boundary planting should be avoided. It will
be important to avoid an urban style extension of the village into the wider landscape
especially where it results in the village becoming considerably more visible.
Dwellings should be closely associated with the existing village an d could reflect a
farm courtyard arrangement. There may be scope for this development to be mixed
use and include small scale work units.

3.6

Conclusions

3.6.1 The distinctive qualities of Great Dalby are set out in para 3.4 above. The sensitivity
assessment has revealed that the settlement is sensitive to new development as a
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result of its historic value and high quality landscape setting and its distinctive urban
form and character. Those areas with some limited capacity relate to the southern
edges of the village where development could most effectively be integrated without
being visually intrusive from the wider landscape or altering perceptions of village
form. The open land on the valley slopes which help define the village and its setting
within the Great Dalby brook valley should be retained. These latter areas of open
land are valued by the local community and contain a high density of public rights of
way. There may also be some scope for the re development of Yew Tree Farm but
any development on the fringes of the settlement need to give careful consideration
to changes to the village gateway, visibility from wider landscape and should reflect
the current character and style of development within the settlement.
3.6.2 In terms of future environmental initiatives which may help bolster sense of place and
existing settlement character the following have been identified:
 Creation of stronger gateways at the junction of Woodgate Hill and Melton
Lane as well as the junction of Station Road and Kirby Road with
consideration given to open space, key views and vistas;
 Establishment of new community orchard on land which sits between
Burrough End and Nether End;
 Designation of Area of Local Green Space;
 Conservation of valley side pastures, hedgerows and trees;
 Identification of area/woodland for use as a forest school associated with the
primary school to encourage outdoor learning.
3.6.3 The following types of development and change should be avoided in order to retain
the distinctive qualities of the village:









Development which results in the loss of pasture fields which separate
Nether End from Burrough End;
Urban and engineered access routes to backland development which do not
reflect the traditional farm tracks;
Infill development along routes which severs views to the wider landscape;
Cul-de-sac road layouts;
Use of inappropriate building materials and building forms;
High density and abrupt urban edges;
Potential loss of key views to surrounding landmarks affecting visual and
physical connectivity between the village and wider landscape;
Loss of hedgerows and woodland.
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4: Burton Lazars
4.1

Historic Evolution

4.1.1 Burton Lazars is an Anglo Saxon village listed in Domesday as 'Burtone'. It is a
'ridge top' settlement, the oldest part of the village being along New Road which
comprised rural cottages and farms and later infill dwellings with small scale linear
pastures extending to the back of the dwellings (see map opposite). St James'
Church is located on the higher land and is thought to be on the site of an earlier 11th
century church.
4.1.2 The name of the village changed when the order of St Lazarus opened a Leper
Hospital in the 12th century, adjacent to the village on prominent site at the head of a
valley where there was a natural spring. This site became the headquarters of the
Order. Following the Dissolution the land passed to the Crown and later became the
site of a 17th century mansion house associated with the Hartopp family. It was
known to have been in a poor state of repair in the middle of the 17th century and
collapsed in the early 18th century. The site currently comprises earthwork, including
fish-ponds, a spring and bathing pools and other important archaeological remains.
4.1.3 To the west of the village is Burton Hall (known formerly as Burton Lazars Hall).
Evidence indicates this was once an early deer park although the existing Burton Hall
dates to the 19th century and is sited within the parkland on the middle slopes with
elevated views southeastwards. Access to the hall is via an avenue lined drive
through Bottom Park which stretches onto the lower lying land at the foot of the scarp
slopes. The landscape elements associated with the Hall impart a strong character
on this part of the village and include woodland belts, veteran trees, grazed land,
gate lodge, in house farm and the hall itself.
4.1.4 In the late 1800s a race course was developed on the low lying flatter land to the
south of the village and a number of the historic lanes extending from New Road
southwards reflect the connection between the steeplechase course and the village.
The location of the racecourse is not longer discernible in the landscape which has
since reverted to arable fields.
4.1.5 In the late 19th century small scale orchards were associated with the fringes of the
settlement. During the 20th century housing development has infilled the gaps
between older farms and along the lanes which connect them and has extended
development onto the northern slopes of the ridge along Cross Lane. However, the
small scale pastures which extended from the dwellings along New Road still remain,
forming small pastures and back plots in the heart of the village which can be
glimpsed between the buildings.
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OS map 1900. Source: Historic Maps Scotland

Victorian cottages along New Road.

4.2

Landscape Setting

4.2.1 The village of Burton Lazars is situated two miles to the South of Melton Mowbray. It
is located in an elevated position on a ridge which extends northwest. The form of
the village reflects that of the ridgeline on which it sits.
4.2.2 The setting of Burton Lazars is defined substantially by topography. To the north lies
the tributary valley which feeds into the River Eye. This valley creates gently
undulating landform, the settlement sitting on the ridge above the valley slopes. The
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head of the valley extends across the A606 and creates a shallow bowl between
Melton Mowbray and the village. Beyond this the land rises to form an elevated
plateau landscape which stretches southwest towards Great Dalby. On the south
side of the village the setting comprises the middle and lower slopes of the ridge or
scarp on which the village sits and beyond the intensively farmed lowlands
associated with Burton Brook (refer to drawing 2).

4.3

Area of Separation

4.3.1 In relation to the separation between Melton Mowbray and Burton Lazars the Areas
of Separation, Settlement Fringe Sensitivity and Local Green Space Study stated:
“The landscape to the west and northwest of Burton Lazars contains historic
landscape features, which should be conserved. Topography limits the views of the
existing built edge of Melton Mowbray experienced from Burton Lazars. Any
development coming forward should have consideration of the important ridgeline to
the south of Melton Mowbray that limits the visual connection of the two settlements.
The physical and visual separation of the settlements should be retained, to conserve
distinctive features.”
4.3.2 As described above this area comprises the head of the tributary valley which forms
a shallow 'bowl' and includes the Scheduled Monument of the former Leper Hospital
and open grassland with notable ridge and furrow. The skyline is wooded or treed
comprising a distinct woodland block4 and the hedgerow along the former Parish
boundary.
4.3.3 Factors which have undermined the significance of land forming the setting of Burton
Lazars include:




4

The reorganisation of the Parish boundary which brought it closer to the
settlement of Burton Lazars. Previously the line of the Parish boundary ran
further to the north along old hedgerows and closely aligned with topography
following the higher ground and defining the land which forms the setting to the
village. Melton Mowbray has historically been located on the northern side of
this viewshed and administrative boundary. Whilst the land within the Area of
Search now mainly falls outside of the Parish it nonetheless remains an
important part of the village setting.
The ADAS Settlement Fringe study has defined character areas which relate to
the fringes of Melton Mowbray rather than to how the land immediately adjacent
to the urban area relates to the wider landscape. This artificial subdivision
therefore does not reflect the close association of the fringe landscape with
Burton Lazars.

this was associated with the former airfield to the southwest and forms the site of recently approved
housing
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4.4

Local Character and Distinctive Qualities

4.4.1 The extent of the Scheduled Monument, listed buildings, County Wildlife Sites as well
as gateways, key landmarks and views are illustrated on drawing number 5.
4.4.2

Based on the above analysis the following factors are considered to reflect the local
characteristics and distinctive qualities of the village of Burton Lazars:









4.5

Linear form of the village reflects the linear form of the ridge on which it sits;
Elevated key views from within the settlement across the surrounding lower
lying landscapes;
Small scale pastures behind building plots giving rise to a loose and organic
character to development;
Existing and former farm buildings reflect agricultural origins;
Strong parkland character associated with Burton Hall;
Remote elevated character to the northwest of village associated with St Mary
& St Lazarus archaeological site;
Historic lanes connect village to the wider landscape;
Areas of distinct landscape include Burton Hall parkland, St Mary's and St
Lazarus Hospital earthworks and back land pasture fields.

Settlement Fringe Assessment

4.5.1 The peripheral areas surrounding the settlement are also illustrated on drawing 5 as
blue dashed lines. The tables below provide detailed analysis for each of the areas.
4.5.2

Peripheral Area BL 1

Sensitivity Factors
Topography/ridgelines

Land use, landscape pattern
and scale

Condition
Settlement Edge Character

Elevated land dropping in a north easterly direction into a
tributary valley of the River Eye, ranging from
approximately 129m to 105m AOD. Subtle variations in
topography create a bowl of landscape to the west of the
A606 and more expansive views over the Eye valley to
the northeast.
Arable land use defined by hedgerows with occasional
hedgerow trees to the east of the A606 with semiimproved grassland to the west. Large to medium scale
enclosures with smaller parcels nearer to settlement edge.
Open and expansive.
Hedgerows are in mixed condition and agricultural activity
northeast of the A606 is intensive.
Much of the village is not visible from this landscape as a
result it location on the south side of the ridge or due to
the screening effect of vegetation along Long Lane.
Individual properties extending north along the A606 and
also in the western part of Cross Road are glimpsed
between vegetation. Similarly properties on the edge of
Melton Mowbray where they extend along the A606 or on
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Relationship of zone to urban
edge/wider landscape
Visibility of zone

Landmarks (manmade and
natural)

Biodiversity (designations,
habitat networks)
Heritage (designations, time
depth, patterns)

Recreation (footpaths, use)

Scenic qualities (patterns and
compositions, sense of place
and identity).

Tranquillity/ human influences

Function

Opportunities

the south side of Kirby Lane are visible. This landscape
therefore relates most strongly to the wider landscape and
is only slightly influenced by adjoining settlement.
This landscape forms an important setting to Burton
Lazars reinforcing its ridge top location and its relatively
remote position in the wider landscape.
Open and expansive but visually contained by topography
to the west of the A606. Inter-visibility between the edges
of Burton Lazars (houses along Burton Road and Long
Lane) and houses on the edge of Melton Mowbray (along
Burton Road and Kirby Road)
St James's Church is a local landmark as is the historic
greenway of Long Lane which appears as a distinctive
wooded linear feature extending from the edge of the
village. Woodland associated with airfield forms a skyline
feature as does the hedgerow associated with the former
Parish Boundary.
Wildlife corridors along Long Lane (green track) and south
of the St Lazaurus Scheduled Monument connecting to
Sandy Lane. Areas of semi- improved grassland.
Scheduled monument associated with St Lazarus, historic
lanes and routes reflected in Long Lane, Sandy Lane and
Sawgate Lane. High concentration of ridge and furrow
revealing former land divisions and medieval landscape
patterns
Public rights of way and bridleways extend out from edge
of settlement along old tracks and routeways connecting
to Jubilee Way long distance route
The semi-improved grassland landuse (associated with
the scheduled monument) south of the A606 is rare in the
context of the surrounding landscape and coupled with
historic routes and hedgerows and earthworks, including
ridge and furrow, gives rise to a landscape with distinctive
identity.
The landscape has an elevated character. The gentle
bowl of landform to the west of the A606, with its
associated open grazing, gives rise to a more remote and
relatively wild landscape character compared to the more
intensive farmland found to the east of the A606. This
character reinforces the perceived sense of remoteness of
the village
Landscape performs a significant role in providing a rural
setting to the village, leper hospital scheduled monument
and in forming a physical, visual and perceptual gap
between the village and Melton Mowbray
Opportunities exist to
 soften the built edge of the village at the northern
end of development along the A606 and along the
western part of Cross Lane.
 strengthen the gateway into the village through
improvements to the street scene including
planting of avenue of trees in verges and
undergrounding of overhead wires.
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Reinforce historic boundaries such as former
Parish boundary and retain a treed skyline to
setting. New development to the south of Melton
Mowbray should avoid breaking the skyline.

4.5.3 This landscape is highly sensitive to change as a result of the character of the
landscape and its role in providing a setting to the village, a setting to the scheduled
monument, a gateway to the village and as an area which maintains the sense of
separate identity between Burton Lazars and Melton Mowbray. This landscape is
also valued for its historic features including ridge and furrow and historic lanes and
tracks reflecting the medieval landscape and which have an additional biodiversity
interest in providing wildlife corridors and refuges for wildlife in an otherwise
intensively farmed landscape. This landscape therefore performs a range of different
functions which are highly valued in terms of local identity and sense of place. The
topography of the area, along with its open character and current land uses
comprising grassland are important characteristics to retain if the function of the area
is to remain strong. Any development in this area, even associated with landscape
mitigation, is likely to undermine the open remote character of the area and therefore
impinge on the setting and separation between settlements, and is not
recommended.
4.5.4 Peripheral Area BL 2

Sensitivity Factors
Topography/ridgelines

Land use, landscape pattern
and scale
Condition
Settlement Edge Character

Relationship of zone to urban
edge/wider landscape
Visibility of zone

Landmarks (manmade and
natural)
Biodiversity (designations,
habitat networks)
Heritage (designations, time
depth, patterns)

Northwestern edge of the scarp slope which forms a knoll
of higher land projecting into the east west tributary valley.
Land is north facing and ranges from 112m to 80m AOD.
Arable land use within medium to small scale fields
defined by gappy hedgerows and hedgerow trees
Some field boundary loss. Intensively farmed with limited
ecological interest
20th century development along Long Lane sits on the
skyline and is visually stark as are buildings on Hollow
Lane when viewed from lower elevations to the east. The
northern tip of Burton Lazars comprises farm buildings or
isolated properties and has a loose and permeable
character
This landscape forms a setting to the village comprising a
small east-west orientated tributary valley
From higher slopes there are elevated views across the
tributary valley to the wider landscape of the Eye Valley
and to the edge of Melton Mowbray.
The vegetated route of Long Lane forms an important
landscape feature as does the open space at the northern
end of the village
Long Lane is a wildlife corridor
Historic lanes extending out of the village into the wider
landscape along with thick hedgerows gives rise to time
depth
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Recreation (footpaths, use)

Scenic qualities (patterns and
compositions, sense of place
and identity).
Tranquillity/ human influences

Function

Opportunities

Footpaths and bridleways extend out from the village
along historic routes and are valuable recreation routes for
the local community
The topography of the valley and its hedgerow patterns
create a visually interesting landscape with varied vistas
This is a strongly rural landscape with some visual
intrusion of development associated with Melton Mowbray
which undermines tranquillity
This landscape performs an important function in
connecting the community of Burton Lazars with the wider
landscape and reinforces its ridge top location
Opportunities include
 creation a stronger northeast focus to the village
and to mitigate the current stark urban edge
associated with housing along Long Lane.
 retention of some of the small holdings in the
centre of the village and establishment of a
community orchard and routes between New
Road and Cross Lane.
 planting of new trees along Hollow Lane to reduce
the appearance of buildings breaking the skyline
when viewed from Sawgate Lane.

4.5.5 This landscape has some capacity to accommodate development where it closely
associates with the existing urban edge and where it can mitigate existing abrupt
edges to the village, creating a more feathered and low density form of development.
Care will need to be taken to ensure any development reinforces the ridge top
location of the village and should avoid extending down the valley slopes into the
tributary valley landscape. Housing which reflect the rural roots of the village should
be considered, avoiding uncharacteristic urban or housing estate developments.
There are opportunities to create a stronger focus in the northwest of the village
through the creation of public open space, especially where this retains a flow of
landscape into the village and connectivity with the small pasture fields at the back of
plots.
4.5.6 Peripheral Area BL 3

Sensitivity Factors
Topography/ridgelines
Land use, landscape pattern
and scale

Condition
Settlement Edge Character

Steep south facing slopes associated with distinct ridge
ranging between 120m to 95m AOD.
Pastoral fields forming a 'skirt' to the settlement northeast
of the A606 and woodland/parkland to the southwest.
Arable farmland on the lower slopes extend into the wider
lowland landscape associated with Burton Brook
Some field boundary loss on lower slopes and existing
hedgerows are gappy in places.
The settlement edge is visible over a significant distance
from the southeast across the open arable lowlands
associated with Burton Brook. The village sits on the
upper slopes often back-clothed by trees or filtered by
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Relationship of zone to urban
edge/wider landscape
Visibility of zone

Landmarks (manmade and
natural)

Biodiversity (designations,
habitat networks)

Heritage (designations, time
depth, patterns)

Recreation (footpaths, use)
Scenic qualities (patterns and
compositions, sense of place
and identity).

Tranquillity/ human influences

Function
Opportunities

vegetation associated with individual dwellings.
Outward facing slopes which relate strongly to the wider
landscape
Highly visible from the surrounding landscape due to
elevation above surrounding lower lying land. From within
the village there are elevated views across the wider
landscape where historic lanes provide a break in the built
form
Burton Lazars village as a hilltop settlement is a landmark
in itself when viewed from the southeast. Burton Hall is
also a landmark when approaching the village from the
south and southeast
No local or national wildlife sites the woodland and
veteran trees associated with Burton Hall and areas of
semi improved grassland are likely to have ecological
value
The parkland landscape associated with Burton Hall
creates a strong character in the village southwest of the
A606. Historic routes extending from the village down the
scarp slopes reflect the former connection of this part of
the village with the racecourse which lay on the lower
slopes at the foot of the village. High concentration of
ridge and furrow in fields gives a strong time depth.
Public rights of way radiate out from the edge of the
village often along historic routes.
The pattern of fields which form the fringe and setting to
the village and which rise up the ridge slopes along with
the wooded skyline and parkland character in the
southwest form a pleasing pattern of features which
encapsulate the identify of Burton Lazars.
Strongly rural despite proximity to the edge of the village.
The wide views across the agricultural landscape and
more wooded parkland character reinforce perceptions of
tranquillity
This landscape forms a setting to the village reinforcing its
location in an elevated position on a distinct ridge
Opportunities include
 Planting of new trees within the parkland
landscape as succession to existing veteran trees
 Creation of new footpaths links to establish
circular walks around the village and through the
distinctive landscapes and heritage in the vicinity.

4.5.7 This landscape is highly sensitive to change due to the open, steep slopes which
form the immediate setting to Burton Lazars and reinforce its ridge top location. The
treed skyline and backcloth to the settlement is an important characteristic as is the
parkland character associated with Burton Hall. The land within the parkland of
Burton Hall is also of high historic and archaeological interest containing extensive
earthworks and located in close proximity to the scheduled monument of the former
leper hospital. With the exception of a small infill site off Lime Street there is no
capacity to accommodate development on this side of the village. Any new
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development within the village itself (such as within the small pasture plots between
New Road and Cross Lane) will need to ensure it is not seen breaking the skyline.

4.6

Conclusions

4.6.1 The distinctive qualities of Burton Lazars are set out in para 4.4 above. The
sensitivity assessment has revealed that the settlement is sensitive to new
development as a result of its historic character and distinctive individual identity as
separate from Melton Mowbray, despite its close proximity. Those areas with some
limited capacity relate to northeast of the village.
4.6.2 In terms of future environmental initiatives which may help bolster sense of place and
existing settlement character these are set out in the tables above under
opportunities for each of the peripheral areas. They include initiatives such as:
 Softening the existing built edge of the village;
 Strengthen the gateway into the village along the A606;
 Reinforcing historic boundaries such as former Parish boundary and retain a
treed skyline to setting;
 Retention of some of the small holdings in the centre of the village and
establishment of a community orchard and routes between New Road and
Cross Lane;
 Planting of new trees along Hollow Lane to reduce the appearance of
buildings breaking the skyline when viewed from Sawgate Lane;
 Planting of new trees within the parkland landscape as succession to existing
veteran trees;
 Creation of new footpaths links to establish circular walks around the village
and through the distinctive landscapes and heritage in the vicinity.
4.6.3 The following types of development and change should be avoided in order to retain
the distinctive qualities of the village:







Development which extends the village beyond its hilltop location or appear
to extend the village closer to Melton Mowbray;
Loss of important areas of landscape which define the village including
parkland, earthworks and back land pastures;
Loss of existing and former farm buildings which reflect the village's
agricultural origins;
Development which is high density and does not reflect the current grain of
the village;
Loss of views from within the village to the wider landscape beyond;
Development which is visually prominent from the surrounding landscape
due to its position, form or materials.
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5: Little Dalby
5.1

Historic Evolution

5.1.1 Little Dalby is a small estate village forming part of the Ernest Cook Trust's estate
which extends some 5.600 acres and includes Burrough Hillfort. It includes St
James' Church which is of Norman origin built in the 11th century but extensively
repaired in 1843. To the south of the church lies Little Dalby Hall which was originally
built in the reign of Elizabeth I and rebuilt in 1838. However, today it is relatively
small following extensive demolition after the war and subsequent modernisation.
Hall Farm lies to the south west of the hall and is associated with an area of former
walled garden. The entrance to the hall is to the north via East Lodge.
5.1.2 Archaeological earthworks to the northeast of the church indicate that this was the
original location of the early settlement associated with the hall and church
comprising building platforms as well as evidence of a later fish pond and landscaped
gardens. Post medieval settlement moved down the slopes along Church Walk and
Lane to occupy its current location to the north. Dwellings consist of farmhouses and
farm buildings (some converted to new use including an environmental education
centre) and semi detached pairs of cottages. The buildings range in age but the
majority (with the exception of the most recent dwellings located on the upper
slopes), are built of red brick with distinctive detailing expressing their estate
character.
5.1.3 There are three farms close to the main focus of the settlement including Manor Farm
to the north, Wheathill Farm to the northeast and Landfield (or Hall) farm to the
southwest.
5.1.4 The pattern of settlement in the village has altered little since post medieval times
with new buildings generally being built in the same plots as earlier buildings. The
estate cottages cluster in the north, associated with Little Dalby Road and Church
Walk, but retain a loose and informal arrangement such that the wider landscape
remains dominant and washes over and through spaces between dwellings. The
majority of dwellings and farms remain in the ownership of the Estate.

5.2

Landscape Setting

5.2.1 Little Dalby sits within the Rolling Dissected Farmland landscape type immediately to
the west of the valley of Burton Brook. The village sits on the scarp slopes
surrounding Mill Hill and is of high scenic quality as a result of the varied topography,
high concentration of woodland, unity of built form, good condition of hedgerows and
trees, intact enclosure pattern, and rural lanes with flower rich verges. These
elements collectively combine to create a memorable and high quality landscape
setting.
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5.2.2 The setting of the village is deeply rural and intact. Built form nestles into the
landscape with elements such as park railing, parkland trees and gatehouse
reinforcing the estate character. The hall is not visible from the wider landscape and
the church spire is only visible from certain locations. This limited visibility of principle
buildings along with evident private drives and small lanes give the landscape a
private and secretive quality. This contrasts with the strong presence of large farms
and associated farm buildings which reflect the agricultural and working estate.

OS data 1900. Source: Historic Maps Scotland

Hollies Farm looking south towards scarp and church spire.

5.3

Local Character and Distinctive Qualities

5.3.1 The listed buildings, wildlife corridors, gateways, key landmarks and views are
illustrated on drawing number 6.
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5.3.2

Based on the above analysis the following factors are considered to reflect the local
characteristics and distinctive qualities of the village of Little Dalby:






Strong estate character and unity of building form, scale and detailing;
high quality and intact landscape setting which is well managed;
ecological value in hedgerows, stream margins, lane verges and woodland
networks;
Loose organic arrangement to village form and where landscape remains
dominant and flows between dwellings;
Church is a local landmark set within and above woodland in an elevated
position above surrounding dwellings.

5.4

Settlement Fringe Assessment

5.4.1

The assessment divided the land surrounding the settlement into two peripheral
areas which are also illustrated on drawing 6 as blue dashed lines. The tables below
provide detailed analysis for each of the areas.

5.4.2 Peripheral Area LD 1

Sensitivity Factors
Topography/ridgelines
Land use, landscape pattern
and scale

Condition
Settlement Edge Character

Relationship of zone to urban
edge/wider landscape
Visibility of zone
Landmarks (manmade and
natural)
Biodiversity (designations,
habitat networks)
Heritage (designations, time
depth, patterns)

Recreation (footpaths, use)
Scenic qualities (patterns and
compositions, sense of place
and identity).

Lower north facing slopes below 115m AOD.
Pastoral land uses in medium scaled fields defined by well
managed hedgerows. Evidence of ridge in furrow close to
settlement and area of more recent parkland to the east of Church
Walk.
High quality landscape in good condition
Settlement has no defined edge but comprises a collection of
loosely arranged dwellings including farmhouses and semi
detached estate cottages and farm buildings.
North facing slopes overlooking more expansive flatter lowland
arable farmland associated with Burton Brook.
Area is visible in medium to close range views especially when
travelling along Little Dalby Road.
Church of St James sits on higher land above this zone and is
visible from the area. Manor House is also a distinctive and
historic building on arrival within the village.
Ecological networks include hedgerows, grass verges along lanes
and woodland. There are no nature conservation sites.
A number of the buildings are listed Manor Farmhouse and
outbuildings; village farmhouse and Hollies farmhouse. The fields
adjacent to the properties contain extensive areas of ridge and
furrow. The form and layout of the village has remained relatively
unaltered for many centuries.
Jubilee way long distance footpath passes through the area from
north to south connecting Burton Lazars with Burrough Hill.
Sense of place and identity is reinforced by the unity in built form
and character of dwellings and in particular their detailing and pale
green paintwork reflecting the Ernest Cook Trust estate. The
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Drawing 6: Little Dalby
Key

1

Parish Boundary
Peripheral Area LD1

3

Peripheral Area LD2
Listed Buildings
Gateway
Wildlife corridor/Local Wildlife Site
(Source: Melton Borough interactive map)

Views towards settlement
Views out of settlement
Land extending towards
settlement

2

Landmarks
1.
2.
3.
4.

1

Manor Farm
St James’ s Church
East Lodge
Walled Garden

Landscape features
1. Mill HIll Spinney
2. Landfield Spinney

4
2

Areas of least landscape constraint
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Tranquillity/ human influences
Function
Opportunities

juxtaposition of built form, organic and low density arrangement of
properties, topography, enclosure pattern and wooded horizons
above give this landscape high scenic quality.
This is a deeply rural landscape away from main roads and
conurbations with a high degree of tranquillity and remoteness.
This area forms part of a working farming landscape/estate
Opportunities include:
 undergrounding of overhead wires.

5.4.3 This landscape has some capacity to accommodate the introduction of semidetached cottages along Little Dalby Road where new dwellings would not extend the
settlement gateways and retains a loose arrangement of properties. Consideration
should be given to the appropriate orientation of any new dwellings giving
consideration to vistas and views approaching the settlement from the east or west.
There may also be scope for an additional dwelling at the rear of the converted farm
buildings on Church Walk.
Housing which reflects the estate roots of the village
should be considered, and uncharacteristic urban or housing estate developments
should be avoided.
5.4.4 Peripheral Area LD 2

Sensitivity Factors
Topography/ridgelines

Land use, landscape pattern
and scale

Condition
Settlement Edge Character

Relationship of zone to urban
edge/wider landscape
Visibility of zone
Landmarks (manmade and
natural)

Biodiversity (designations,
habitat networks)
Heritage (designations, time

Upper slopes above the 115m contour forming the scarp slopes to
Mill HIll and valley sides to Burton Brook which lies to the east of
the village.
Predominately pasture landuse with areas of notable woodland.
Fields are small to medium scale and many show evidence of
ridge of furrow. Hedgerows are well managed and include
hedgerow trees.
High quality landscape in good condition. Some evidence of
dereliction associated with former walled garden.
Settlement has no defined edge but comprises buildings
associated with the Hall and church including the gatehouse,
cottages Hall Farm and former walled garden. With the exception
of the gatehouse development is located on the upper slopes and
set within woodland or with a backdrop of woodland. Where new
dwellings have extended on to more open lower slopes they are
more visible.
Area feels enclosed by relatively steep slopes and woodland
giving rise to an inward looking and intimate landscape.
Area is not widely visible from the surrounding landscape.
Church spire is a local landmark visible above surrounding
woodland and located on the highest land. The gatehouse and
former walled garden are also landmark buildings/features in this
landscape reflecting the presence of a manor house or hall and
parkland.
Wildlife corridor passes through this area from Wheathill Farm,
along the access driveway to the hall and then through Mill Hill
Spinney heading west.
Listed buildings include the church and gatehouse. Time depth
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depth, patterns)
Recreation (footpaths, use)
Scenic qualities (patterns and
compositions, sense of place
and identity).

Tranquillity/ human influences
Function
Opportunities

also apparent in ridge and furrow and intact lane and enclosure
pattern.
Jubilee way long distance footpath passes through the area
connecting Burton Lazars with Burrough Hill.
Sense of place and identity is reinforced by the unity in built form
and character of dwellings and in particular their detailing and pale
green paintwork reflecting the Ernest Cook Trust estate. The
nestling of properties and farm complexes on the upper slopes,
enclosure pattern and wooded horizons above give this landscape
high scenic quality.
This is a deeply rural landscape away from main roads and
conurbations with a high degree of tranquillity and remoteness.
Area forms the setting to heritage assets.
Opportunities include:
 the restoration of the former walled garden.

5.4.5 This landscape has very limited, to no capacity, to accommodate new dwellings even
where they may reflect the existing estate properties due to the high quality, remote
and unspoilt character of the area and its role in providing a setting and approach to
key properties and buildings within the estate village. There may be some scope to
redevelop the former walled garden but given its position on open slopes and its
historic significance it is unlikely this could accommodate housing development even
of a bespoke nature.

5.5

Conclusions

5.5.1 The distinctive qualities of Little Dalby are set out in para 5.3 above. The sensitivity
assessment has revealed that the settlement is sensitive to new development as a
result of its historic character and high quality landscape setting. Those areas with
some limited capacity relate to the northern edges of the village where development
could most effectively be integrated without being visually intrusive from the wider
landscape or altering perceptions of village form.
5.5.2 In terms of future environmental initiatives which may help bolster sense of place and
existing settlement character these are set out in the tables above under
opportunities for each of the peripheral areas. They include:
 undergrounding of overhead wires;
 the restoration of the former walled garden.
5.5.3 The following types of development and change should be avoided in order to retain
the distinctive qualities of the settlement:





Development which extends onto upper slopes and is widely visible from the
north;
Use of inappropriate building materials, building form or detailing;
Urban and engineered access routes perpendicular to lanes;
High density development and/or cul-de-sac layouts.
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6:

Summary of Findings

6.1

Conclusions

6.1.1

In conclusion this assessment has revealed that three settlements within the Burton
and Dalby Neighbourhood Plan area have only very limited capacity to
accommodate appropriately designed development. Key sensitivities include the
historic character and form of the settlements and their high quality landscape
settings which contain many historic features and elements.

6.1.2

Development within the wider landscape is limited to potential diversification of
existing farm complexes to include small scale industrial or commercial use. There
is also some scope to accommodate employment use on the former Melton airfield.
However, this landscape is visually sensitive comprising an elevated open area and
the currently visibility of existing development on the site serves to demonstrate the
issues of accommodating anything further without substantial restoration of this
landscape including reinstatement of former hedgerow enclosures and the creation
of new woodland blocks and spinneys. The area is also sensitive from an historic
perspective as a result of the surviving remains of the Thor Missile site, the layout of
features remaining relatively intact and of rarity value.

6.1.3

To ensure a good fit between new and old it is important that any new development
seeks to conserve and enhance the character of the existing settlement in terms of
urban form as well as character. None of the settlements have the capacity to
accommodate large scale change without undermining their special qualities.
Future development therefore needs to be comprise bespoke housing which is
small in extent and which reflects the local context ensuring that it makes a positive
contribution to existing built form.
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Melton Borough
Areas of Separation,
Settlement Fringe
Sensitivity and Local
Green Space Study
Final Report
Date: September 2015
INF_N0318

Areas of Separation, Settlement Fringe Sensitivity and Local Green Space Study
Final report

INF_N0318
Sept 2015

Melton Mowbray
Assessment of Areas of Separation
Melton Mowbray – Burton Lazars
4.4

This area was identified in the 2006 Areas of Separation report.

4.5

This area considers the small scale pastoral landscape and rising land between the southern
edge of Melton and the ridgetop village of Burton Lazars to the south. The area includes the
nationally important scheduled historic site of St Mary and St Lazarus Hospital, which was
England’s largest medieval leper hospital.

Looking south towards the northern edge of Burton Lazars, from Sawgate Road
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Areas of Separation, Settlement Fringe Sensitivity and Local Green Space Study
Final report

INF_N0318
Sept 2015

District Landscape Character Context:
2006 LCA (Landscape and Historic
Urban Character Assessment Report):
Character area context (principal
character areas represented)

2014 Landscape Sensitivity Study: LCU context (principal LCUs represented)

This AOS falls within two landscape character
areas:

Area 11: Pastoral Farmland

Area 20: Melton Farmland Fringe

This AOS falls within two LCUs:

LCU 8: High Leicestershire Hills: Great Dalby and Gaddesby Pastoral Farmland

LCU 15: The Leicestershire Wolds: Melton Farmland Fringe

Area 11: Pastoral Farmland
Described in the LCA as ‘A typical, pleasant,
rural, gently rolling lowland pastoral farmland
landscape, generally well-managed, with diverse
field shapes and sizes, good hedges and
scattered trees’.
Key characteristics (from the 2006 LCA):

Rolling topography

Well managed pastoral landscape

Scattered farmsteads

Thick stock proof hedges

Irregular shaped fields
Aspects of the above particularly relevant to the
AOS include the irregular shaped fields with thick
stock proof hedges across the rolling topography.
Area 20: Melton Farmland Fringe:
Described in the LCA as ‘A mixed urban fringe
ridge and valley and valley floor landscape,
mostly pastoral farmland, MOD and recreational
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LCU 8: High Leicestershire Hills: Great Dalby and Gaddesby Pastoral Farmland
Key characteristics (from the 2014 Landscape Sensitivity Study):

Gently rolling topography;

Well managed pastoral landscape;

Scattered farmsteads;

Thick stock proof hedges;

Broad scale;

A pattern of medium scale regular and irregular shaped fields;

Scattered hedgerow trees but limited woodland.
In addition, the following key sensitive features are identified in this LCU:

Areas of strongly rolling and sloping land towards the Wreake, Eye and Gaddesby valleys;

The historic villages, their churches that form local landmarks, and their rural settings;

Areas of woodland, copses and spinneys which are features of the rural landscape;

The deeply rural character of the landscape and sense of tranquillity;

Its location within views from Burrough Hill viewpoint;

The pleasing combination of fields, hedgerows, woodlands and villages which contribute to scenic
quality.
The medium scale fields with hedgerows across the rolling landform are particularly represented in this AOS,
within the deeply rural landscape that has little influence from the suburban edge of Melton Mowbray.
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Final report

INF_N0318
Sept 2015

2006 LCA (Landscape and Historic
Urban Character Assessment Report):
Character area context (principal
character areas represented)

2014 Landscape Sensitivity Study: LCU context (principal LCUs represented)

land’.
Key characteristics (from the 2006 LCA)13:

Rolling landscape of fields and hedges

Mixed pasture and arable land

Clear distinction between urban edge
and countryside

Housing estates remain unscreened

Some industrial and other land uses (e.g.
MOD)
Some of the above aspects are represented in the
AOS, such as the ridge and valley landforms, the
clear distinction between settlement edge and
landscape, the mixed agricultural land use and the
rolling landscape of fields and hedges. This is a
transitional landscape between the two character
areas.

LCU 15: Leicestershire Wolds: Melton Farmland Fringe:
Key characteristics (from the 2014 Landscape Sensitivity Study):

Rolling landscape of fields and hedges;

Mixed pasture and arable land;

Clear distinction between urban edge and countryside;

Housing estates remain unscreened;

Some industrial and other land uses (e.g. MOD);

Urban influence of Melton Mowbray.
In addition, the following key sensitive features are identified in this LCU:

Areas of more rolling and sloping land towards the Wreake Valley in the south and Scalford Brook to
the north;

Areas of woodland, copses and spinneys which are features of the rural landscape;

Views from residential areas of Melton.

13
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Rolling land, woodland blocks and views from residential areas are all applicable to the AOS. The tranquil,
rural character of the wider LCU 8 extends into the AOS and is an important contributor to the sense of
separation. There is a transitional in character, grading between the two LCU.

In all references to area 20: Melton Farmland Fringe, account has also been taken of the 2011 update to the Landscape and Historic Urban Character Assessment
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The following table provides the assessment of the landscape character and features of the
AOS against the criteria established in paragraph 3.9.
Criteria

Commentary and judgements

Topography and
skylines

A gently undulating topography in the east associated with the
north facing slopes of the Eye Valley, with a more pronounced
ridge to the west on which Burton Lazars is sited, and which
effectively contains perception of much of the southern edge of
Melton Mowbray from the wider landscape. The eastern skyline is
predominantly developed due to the presence of the ridgetop
settlement of Burton Lazars. The sense of openness created by the
land within the Area of Separation perceptibly contributes to the
gap between Melton Mowbray and Burton Lazars.
This varies to some extent across the area, with texture and
variation created by areas of ridge and furrow and scheduled
earthworks (site of the medieval hospital of St Mary and St
Lazarus) in the west/southwest and a simple rectilinear enclosure
field pattern in the east. Overall, the relatively intact hedgerow
structure and interlaced pattern of vegetation contributes to the
perception of separation between the two settlements.
The historic landscape pattern and rural land uses (pastoral and
arable agriculture) contribute to an essentially rural, tranquil
landscape quality and landscape experience. This further assists in
defining the sense of separation between the south of Melton
Mowbray and Burton Lazars. There is some evidence of
recreational value due to the presence of the Jubilee Way long
distance route which crosses the area – the landscape is likely to
be valued for its own right by recreational users, indicating a
functional value with regard to settlement setting and sense of
separation.
Views in and out from the wider landscape are often framed and
filtered by undulating topography, the ridge on which Burton
Lazars is sited and field boundary and intervening vegetation.
There is little intervisibility between Melton Mowbray and the wider
landscape due to the presence of the rising land on which Burton
Lazars is sited and this is instrumental in defining the perception of
separation.

Landscape scale and
pattern, including
cultural/historic pattern

Aesthetic and perceptual
quality including
landscape experience/
recreational value and
tranquillity

Views, visual character
and intervisibility

Recommendations and justification:
The landscape to the west and northwest of Burton Lazars contains historic landscape features,
which should be conserved. Topography limits the views of the existing built edge of Melton
Mowbray experienced from Burton Lazars. Any development coming forward should have
consideration of the important ridgeline to the south of Melton Mowbray that limits the visual
connection of the two settlements. The physical and visual separation of the settlements should be
retained, to conserve distinctive features.
Recommendation: Retain
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The area identified within the ADAS (2006) report is considered to be sensitive to
development and important for maintaining the individual character of the two settlements.
The below figure (full reference Figure N0318 PL04-1) demonstrates the area to be
considered in making planning decisions.

Appendix 2

Burton and Dalby Neighbourhood Plan: Landscape Appraisal
Final Report
May 2018
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Great Dalby
Assessment of Areas of Separation
Melton Mowbray – Great Dalby
4.6

This Area of Separation was assessed within Part 1 14 and recommended as not required.

Settlement Fringe Landscape Sensitivity Analysis
Landscape classification for the settlement fringe
4.7

14

29

Based on GIS analysis and field survey, the following local landscape classification has been
defined as a basis for the settlement fringe landscape sensitivity analysis for Great Dalby,
having taken account of the work in 2006 and 2014 landscape studies.

Paragraphs 4.24 to 4.26
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District Landscape Character Context
2006 LCA (Landscape and Historic
Urban Character Assessment Report):
Character area context and summary
descriptions from the LCA report

2014 Landscape Sensitivity Study: LCU context, plus key strategic landscape and
visual sensitivities

Area 7: Village Pastures:
“A distinctive traditional pastoral landscape and
attractive nucleated villages with a strong pattern
of small fields often with historic features, enclosed
by abundant hedgerow trees”

LCU 8:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Area 11: Pastoral Farmland:
“A typical, pleasant, rural, gently rolling lowland
pastoral farmland landscape, generally well
managed, with diverse field shapes and sizes,
good hedges and scattered trees.”

30

High Leicestershire Hills: Great Dalby and Gaddesby Pastoral Farmland:
Gently rolling topography;
Well managed pastoral landscape;
Scattered farmsteads;
Thick stock proof hedges;
Broad scale;
A pattern of medium scale regular and irregular shaped fields;
Scattered hedgerow trees but limited woodland.
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Landscape sensitivity analysis
4.8

The landscape sensitivity analysis for the LCZs within the settlement fringe is presented below.

LCZ 1 Great Dalby North

Looking south from Dalby Road towards the northern edge of Great Dalby

LCZ 1: Great Dalby North
Criterion

Sensitivity to residential development:
Commentary

Settlement and
settlement edge
character, mitigation and
enhancement potential

The northern edge of Great Dalby is well integrated by contours
and surrounding vegetation. Built form along this edge is not
visible from within the surrounding landscape. Built form is
glimpsed on the footpath approach to the village from the north,
set within surrounding vegetation. Given the integrated, vegetated
character, the existing settlement edge is defensible and sensitive.
The topography of the LCZ fringe is characterised by moderately
steep contours that rise away from the village to the north, to the
gently undulating plateaued landscape of the wider LCZ. The
contours form a clear limit to the settlement extents and have some
susceptibility to change. Skylines are predominantly undeveloped,
with scattered settlement and vegetation seen in longer views to the
north. Open skylines with limited vegetation within the plateaued
landscape are susceptible to change.
A simple, relatively large scale landscape exists across much of the
LCZ. A medium to large scale irregular field pattern of mixed
agriculture (pasture and arable cultivation) is overlaid on simple
landform undulations. The fringe itself is more complex and
smaller in scale by virtue of the steeper contours, smaller scale
enclosure pattern and vegetation around the settlement edge,
which is more susceptible to change than the wider LCZ.
A simple agrarian landscape of essentially rural character, with
some intrusion from land use on the former airfield to the north.
The fringe landscape retains historic, more intimate field patterns in
part, although has been altered by more recent development in
places. This is a moderately complex settlement fringe that has
some susceptibility to change.
Expansive and sensitive views are available across much of this
simple, open landscape and are susceptible to change. Views
become more enclosed in proximity to the settlement edge by virtue
of the contours and surrounding vegetation, with little intervisibility
with the surrounding landscape and village features.
Overall landscape sensitivity of this LCZ fringe to residential

Topography and
skylines

Landscape scale and
pattern including cultural
pattern

Aesthetic and perceptual
quality including
landscape experience
and tranquillity

Views, visual character
and intervisibility

Overall landscape
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LCZ 1: Great Dalby North
Criterion

Sensitivity to residential development:
Commentary

sensitivity: Judgement
and comment

development is medium to high, by virtue of the varied
landscape pattern associated with the intimate scale of the rising
contours adjacent to the settlement edge and partly intact enclosure
pattern. There is variation in this judgement, between the large
field pattern and more exposed landscape with expansive views to
the north and more intricate pattern and small scale landscape
with enclosed views to the south.
The contours and vegetation to the south of the LCZ form the setting
of the settlement and the skyline is undeveloped. The intricacy of
landscape scale and pattern adjacent to the settlement would be
sensitive to extensive development. The existing edge of the
settlement is generally not prominent.

Landscape guidance/principles in relation to development
4.9

The following strategic landscape principles are provided in relation to potential development
within this LCZ:



There is limited opportunity to site residential development within this LCZ – development
that encroaches up the slopes toward the plateau would become prominent and alter the
undeveloped skylines, and should be avoided;



Any development should be small scale and well integrated on the lower slopes and
within the existing vegetation pattern, in keeping with the loose settlement edge;



Given the interface with the wider agricultural landscape, lit settlement edges should be
avoided as far as possible.

LCZ 2 Great Dalby East

Looking northeast from the central pastures within Great Dalby towards Nether End

LCZ 2: Great Dalby East
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Criterion

Sensitivity to residential development:
Commentary

Settlement and
settlement edge
character, mitigation and
enhancement potential

A generally well integrated settlement edge that follows the line of
the road through the village. Settlement predominantly backs onto
the landscape, and is buffered by vegetation. Modern
development is visible on the northern edge, extending up the
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LCZ 2: Great Dalby East
Criterion

Topography and
skylines

Landscape scale and
pattern including cultural
pattern

Aesthetic and perceptual
quality including
landscape experience
and tranquillity

Views, visual character
and intervisibility

Overall landscape
sensitivity: Judgement
and comment
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Sensitivity to residential development:
Commentary
contours into the central pasture area. The exposed edge offers
mitigation and enhancement potential. The aspects where a better
integrated settlement edge persists, due to structural vegetation
associated with field boundaries and garden vegetation, would be
more sensitive by virtue of their existing integration. Settlement is
barely distinguishable from the eastern part of the LCZ, beyond the
road.
An undulating landscape associated with the small tributary valleys
extending across the landscape to the east. Landform gently
slopes down from the southern arm of the village to the northern
arm, across this LCZ. Skylines are well treed and enclosed, with
localised development intrusions within the western part of the LCZ.
A small scale, irregular field pattern that establishes a level of
intimacy, particularly in the western part of the LCZ. The smallest
scale field patterns generally lie in close proximity to the settlement
edge. Tributary watercourses and associated riparian vegetation
and landform are apparent, adding interest, texture and variation
to the landscape pattern as well as contributing to the intricate
landscape. Historic ridge and furrow field systems are evident
beneath pasture fields in places, particularly to the east. These
and the small scale enclosures would be susceptible to change
arising from residential development, due to potential for impact
upon their legibility.
Small scale fields are defined by a partially intact hedgerow
pattern, which is subdivided by post and wire fences to define
grazing paddocks. An essentially rural, tranquil landscape
experience is imparted by the interplay of land cover, land
management and land uses. This tranquillity would be susceptible
to change arising from residential development. Historic enclosure
patterns have been altered in part (in the western part of the LCZ)
through change of land use and management associated with
residential properties along the roads.
Views are varied, from being enclosed by field boundary
vegetation to being more long ranging from upper slopes
particularly looking north across the narrow valley landscape.
There is intervisibility with the adjacent LCZ 1 to the north. Views
in the western part of the LCZ are generally more enclosed than
those in the east (beyond the road).
Overall landscape sensitivity of this LCZ fringe to residential
development is medium to high, due to the contained nature of
the field pattern and predominantly well integrated settlement edge
within the tranquil, intimate landscape. It is recognised that there
are areas of higher sensitivity, particularly to the east of the road
by virtue of the more intact landscape with evident ridge and
furrow systems and the more intricate valley landscape, where
development would impact on the integrity of such features.
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Landscape guidance/principles in relation to development
4.10

The following strategic landscape principles are provided in relation to potential development
within this LCZ:



The LCZ has a strongly rural, mostly intact character that any development coming
forward should have regard for in its design and layout;



Large scale development is not appropriate in this small scale landscape and any
development should have consideration of its potential visibility from adjacent LCZs and
wider surrounding landscape, by incorporating suitable landscape proposals to reduce
prominence on the built edge;



The existing settlement edge is not prominent by virtue of surrounding landform and
vegetation, and is only apparent when in close proximity, in the west of the LCZ. Any
development should be of an appropriate scale, contained by existing landform and
landscape features, and should not encroach on the character of the more intact,
undulating landscape to the east;



There is opportunity to better integrate the northern fringe of the LCZ through sensitively
designed development in proximity to existing properties on the settlement edge and
through an appropriate mitigation strategy that contributes to the local vegetation pattern;



Development should contribute to a gradation of density to the outer edge of the
settlement and should not detract from the existing positive route through the village from
the B6047 and Melton Lane;



Efforts should be concentrated upon conserving and enhancing aspects of the historic field
pattern including ridge and furrow, and the riparian features of the landscape as part of
a local green infrastructure network that links with existing spaces in the village;



Given the interface with the wider tranquil landscape, lit settlement edges should be
avoided as far as possible.

LCZ 3 Great Dalby South

Looking north from the public footpath towards the southern settlement edge

LCZ 3: Great Dalby South
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Criterion

Sensitivity to residential development:
Commentary

Settlement and
settlement edge
character, mitigation and

A generally well integrated settlement edge by virtue of the
surrounding contours, field boundary vegetation and agricultural
land uses that create a porous edge. Farm units are occasionally
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LCZ 3: Great Dalby South
Criterion

Sensitivity to residential development:
Commentary

enhancement potential

glimpsed but do not stand out in the LCZ. A simple, loose,
relatively defensible and well-defined settlement edge that would
be susceptible to change.
A gently undulating landscape that rises gradually south away
from the village, where contours become wider. Landform in
proximity to the settlement edge contributes to the integrated edge.
Skyline character is generally undeveloped and influenced by
strong lines of hedgerow trees across the landscape.
A medium to large scale field pattern, increasing in scale as it rises
up the slopes to the south. The hedgerow pattern frames an
agricultural landscape of simple character. Hedgerows, hedgerow
trees and roadside vegetation add texture to the simple, pastoral
landscape. These characteristics would, in the main, not be unduly
susceptible to change arising from residential development.
A simple landscape of relatively muted colour palette and low
levels of textural variation, but one of essentially rural, lightly
settled character – the only settlement influences are agricultural
units on the edge of the settlement and telegraph poles and wires
through the LCZ. As such, the landscape has a tranquil, isolated
character which would be susceptible to change.
Views are often framed and filtered by intervening hedgerows.
Views in proximity to the settlement edge are contained by
topography and intervening vegetation. Longer views from the
south of the LCZ are of a lightly settled landscape containing a
variety of features including dispersed church spires, but the
settlement is not distinguishable. Such views are an important part
of the settlement’s setting and identity, and are therefore sensitive
to change.
Overall landscape sensitivity of this LCZ fringe to residential
development is judged to be medium. This is due to the medium
landscape scale and relative simplicity of the landscape pattern,
balanced against the strong rural character and existing defensible
settlement edge.

Topography and
skylines

Landscape scale and
pattern including cultural
pattern

Aesthetic and perceptual
quality including
landscape experience
and tranquillity

Views, visual character
and intervisibility

Overall landscape
sensitivity: Judgement
and comment

Landscape guidance/principles in relation to development
4.11
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The following strategic landscape principles are provided in relation to potential development
within this LCZ:



Small scale development that responds positively to the integrated settlement edge could
be appropriate, provided that it is drawn close to the existing settlement boundary,
making use of low/long rooflines and a simple/muted materials palette to reduce visual
impacts/intrusion into the unsettled landscape;



Any development brought forward in this LCZ should seek to enhance and reinforce the
native hedgerow and field boundary landscape structure in order to assimilate it into the
wider landscape and connect with surrounding landscape features;
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The existing settlement edge is not prominent in the approaches from the south by virtue of
surrounding landform and vegetation, and is only apparent as one passes through, along
the Melton Lane and Thorpe Satchville Road. Any development should be of an
appropriate scale, contained by existing landform and landscape features, and should
not encroach on the character of the open, undulating landscape to the south;



Given the interface with the wider agricultural landscape, lit settlement edges should be
avoided as far as possible.

LCZ 4 Great Dalby West

Looking southeast from the bridleway junction with Kirby Road towards the western edge of Great Dalby

LCZ 4: Great Dalby West
Criterion

Sensitivity to residential development:
Commentary

Settlement and
settlement edge
character, mitigation and
enhancement potential

A generally well integrated settlement edge, with the entrance to
the village along Kirby Road defined by agricultural buildings.
Modern properties at the northern end of Top End are visible from
the south, standing out above the contours and intervening
vegetation. Properties along the south side of Top End are visible
between vegetation on the ridge setting of the northwest village
extents but do not define the landscape character.
Properties in the centre of the village are visible from the northern
part of this LCZ but are not conspicuous in the landscape. The
village is seen as a well treed settlement that is integrated within
the contours of the landscape. It is a mostly compact, clearly
defined settlement by virtue of the surrounding landform and
vegetation.
Undulating topography that rises up, out from the valley setting of
the village to the north, south and west. With the exception of
individual properties on the settlement fringe, skylines across this
landscape are undeveloped. This characteristic would be
extremely susceptible to change.
A simple, relatively large scale irregular field pattern under both
pastoral and arable cultivation and bound by hedgerows and
occasional tree blocks, particularly associated with the village
edge and riparian features. These features, and ridge and furrow
field systems in closest proximity to the settlement edge would be
susceptible to change due to the potential for development to
adversely impact on their legibility.
Smaller scale enclosure characterises the settlement fringe in the
northern part of the LCZ, in relation to the historic core and the
church. This more intimate landscape has a greater susceptibility

Topography and
skylines

Landscape scale and
pattern including cultural
pattern
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LCZ 4: Great Dalby West
Criterion

Aesthetic and perceptual
quality including
landscape experience
and tranquillity

Views, visual character
and intervisibility

Overall landscape
sensitivity: Judgement
and comment

Sensitivity to residential development:
Commentary
to change associated with development.
A generally intact, simple, open landscape of muted colour palette.
The northern part of the LCZ, between Main Street and Top End
offers greater textural variety by virtue of linear hedgerow features
and trees around the built settlement edge. Although some modern
settlement intrusion is apparent (exposed new edge properties and
large barns) other aspects contribute to a distinctly rural landscape
experience (small red brick properties, riparian vegetation, ridge
and furrow). Overall this is a landscape of variable susceptibility
to change in relation to aesthetic qualities.
A contained visual character associated with the historic edge to
the north of the LCZ, due to sloping landform and robust hedgerow
network. There is, however, a more open visual character to the
LCZ by virtue of the undulating, rolling landform and expanded
landscape scale/simplicity of landscape pattern beyond the
settlement parameters. This would be susceptible to change.
Overall landscape sensitivity of this LCZ fringe to residential
development is judged to be medium to high, due to the
variation in landscape pattern from intact and intimate enclosure
associated with the historic edge to a more open, but still intact
enclosure pattern to the south and west. The settlement edge is
relatively well integrated by the landform and is sensitive to
expansion, particularly south across the sloping landform.

Landscape guidance/principles in relation to development
4.12
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The following strategic landscape principles are provided in relation to potential development
within this LCZ:



The LCZ has a strongly rural, mostly intact character that any development coming
forward should have regard for in its design and layout;



Any development brought forward should be of a small scale and should have
consideration of its potential visibility from adjacent LCZs and wider surrounding
landscape, by incorporating suitable landscape proposals to reduce prominence on the
built edge;



Due to the open aspect of the LCZ to the south and the well-established settlement edge on
the ridge of Top End, development should be avoided in the southern part of the LCZ;



Small scale development in proximity to the settlement edge could be accommodated
within the more visually enclosed part of the LCZ, between Main Street and Top End, but
should have regard for the intact enclosure pattern and potential visibility from the
surrounding area and intervisibility with the church;



Development should contribute to a gradation of density to the outer edge of the
settlement and should not become conspicuous / out of character with the valley location
of the village;
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Efforts should be concentrated upon conserving and enhancing aspects of the historic field
pattern including ridge and furrow, and the riparian features of the landscape as part of
a local green infrastructure network that links with existing spaces in the village;



Given the interface with the wider tranquil landscape, lit settlement edges should be
avoided as far as possible.

